LARGE COMMUNITY OUTBREAK OF CRYPTOSPORIDIOsis DUE TO CONTAMINATION OF A FILTERED PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY


Abstract Between January 12 and February 7, 1987, an outbreak of gastroenteritis affected an estimated 13,000 people in a county of 64,900 residents in western Georgia. Cryptosporidiosis oocysts were identified in the stools of 58 of 147 patients with gastroenteritis (39 percent) tested during the outbreak. Studies for bacterial, viral, and other parasitic pathogens failed to implicate any other agent. In a random telephone survey, 299 of 489 household members exposed to the public water supply (61 percent) reported gastrointestinal illness, as compared with 64 of 322 (20 percent) who were not exposed (relative risk, 3.1; 95 percent confidence interval, 2.4 to 3.9). The prevalence of IgG to cryptosporidium was significantly higher among exposed respondents to the survey who had become ill than among nonresident controls.

Cryptosporidiosis oocysts were identified in samples of treated public water with use of a monoclonal-antibody test. Although the sand-filtered and chlorinated water system met all regulatory-agency quality standards, suboptimal flocculation and filtration probably allowed the parasite to pass into the drinking-water supply. Low-level cryptosporidium infection in cattle in the watershed and a sewage overflow were considered as possible contributors to the contamination of the surface-water supply.

We conclude that current standards for the treatment of public water supplies may not prevent the contamination of drinking water by cryptosporidium, with consequent outbreaks of cryptosporidiosis. (N Engl J Med 1989; 320:1372-6.)

Background

In mid-January 1987 a college physician informed health authorities of a dramatic increase in gastroenteritis among students at West Georgia College in Carrollton, Georgia. Carrollton is the principal city in Carroll County (population, 64,900), located in western Georgia.

An initial investigation by state and federal epidemiologists indicated that the outbreak involved the entire community. The laboratory director at Carrollton's hospital reported that four stool specimens obtained from patients with acute gastroenteritis were positive for cryptosporidium. The first positive report had been on January 12.

An initial case-control study of patients presenting with gastroenteritis to the hospital emergency room and a comparison of gastroenteritis rates at nursing
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homes connected to the public water system with rates at homes independent of the system implicated the water supply as a possible source of the outbreak. An advisory to boil water was issued on January 30.

**Methods**

**Surveillance and Laboratory Studies**

To define the course of the epidemic, we reviewed emergency-room logs at the Carrollton hospital and recorded the number of visits of patients who presented each week with acute gastrointestinal illness from December 1986 through March 1987.

From January 20 through March 10, stool specimens for ova and parasite examination were obtained from 147 patients with gastroenteritis who presented to outpatient facilities. Seventy-six of these patients completed questionnaires on their symptoms at the time of the stool collection. Two aliquots of each stool were preserved separately in 10 percent formalin and in polyvinyl alcohol. The formalin-preserved stool was examined unstained, after iodine staining, and (after concentration by formalin—ethyl acetate sedimentation) after modified acid-fast and auramine–rhodamine staining. Stool preserved with polyvinyl alcohol was stained with tri-chrome and examined by light microscopy. All stool samples were examined at the Parasitic Disease Laboratory of the Centers for Disease Control (CDC).

To evaluate the role of bacterial or viral pathogens, we reviewed the results of all bacterial stool cultures performed at the hospital laboratory during January, and we collected stool samples from five acutely ill college students for examination by immune electron microscopy for viral particles. In addition, paired serum samples obtained six weeks apart — during the acute phase of the illness and during convalescence — from 10 college students were tested for seroconversion to rotavirus by IgG and IgA enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Seven of these paired serum samples were also analyzed for the presence of antibody to Norwalk virus with use of the avidin–biotin test. Viral studies were done at the Gastroenteritis Laboratory of the CDC.

**Telephonic Survey**

From January 31 to February 2, the Carrollton County Health Department surveyed by telephone 304 households systemically sampled from the county telephone directory. Carrollton households were oversampled to ensure an adequate sample of persons who had been exposed to the public water supply.

Adult respondents (over 18 years of age) were asked about the source of their home water, their age, their sex, the place of employment of all household members, and whether any household member had been ill with abdominal pain or diarrhea since January 1. They were also asked about their consumption of specific foods, their use of restaurants, the amount of tap water they consumed, and their exposure to children in day-care centers and to farm animals. Data were obtained on all 304 respondents and 307 additional household members. County engineers determined the water supply for all work sites and schools. People whose home, school, or workplace was supplied with public water were considered to have been exposed to the public water supply.

From March 7 through 12, we were able to obtain serum samples from 86 of the 159 telephonic survey respondents who were living in Carrollton and had been exposed to the public water supply. These samples and randomly selected, banked control serum samples from 20 CDC employees who had not traveled outside the United States were tested for the presence of IgG and IgM to cryptosporidium by ELISA at the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences in Bethesda, Maryland.

**Investigation of the Water System**

During the outbreak, federal and local engineers evaluated the water-treatment plant in accordance with published procedures. Samples of raw and treated water from various points in the water system were examined for cryptosporidium and giardia by passing 379 to 3785 liters (100 to 1000 gal) of water through a 1-μm polypropylene filter. The eluted sediment was examined directly for giardia, and a fluorescein-tagged monoclonal antibody (Meridian Diagnostics) was used to detect cryptosporidium in the sediment at the Parasitic Disease Laboratory of the CDC, according to methods described by Jakubauski,12 and at the Department of Microbiology and Immunology of the University of Arizona, according to methods described elsewhere.13,14

To evaluate the means of contamination of the water supply, we reviewed data on sewage and water maintenance and on rainfall, and examined fresh stool samples for cryptosporidium from 67 of the 226 cattle (including 3 calves) pastured in the watershed.

**Results**

**Surveillance and Laboratory Studies**

The number of visits of patients with gastroenteritis to the hospital emergency room increased in the second week of January, peaked from the third week of January through the first week of February, and then declined to preoutbreak levels by the last week of February (Fig. 1).

Cryptosporidium was identified in the stools of 58 of the 147 patients with gastroenteritis (39 percent) tested during the outbreak. Giardia was detected in stool from only one subject, a two-year-old child who also had cryptosporidiosis.

Of the 70 stool samples cultured for bacteria at the hospital laboratory during January, only 2 were positive: 1 for shigella and the other for campylobacter. The results of all viral studies in the 10 college students who became ill were negative.

Information on signs and symptoms was obtained from 30 outpatients with cryptosporidium-positive stools. These patients ranged in age from less than 1 year to 46 years (mean age, 20). Diarrhea (defined as three or more loose bowel movements per day) was reported by 87 percent, stomach pain by 80 percent, nausea by 67 percent, vomiting by 33 percent, fever by 30 percent, and muscle aches by 20 percent.

**Telephonic Survey**

Of the 811 household members surveyed by telephone, 363 had been ill with diarrhea or abdominal pain since January 1. After adjustment for the oversampling of the city of Carrollton, where the attack rate was 54 percent, the overall estimated attack rate for the county was 40 percent.

Of the 489 household members who were exposed to the public water supply, 299 (61 percent) had been ill, as compared with 64 of the 322 unexposed subjects (20 percent; relative risk, 3.1; 95 percent confidence interval, 2.4 to 3.9; Taylor series approximation). When we used logistic regression models to control for the exposure to the public water supply, we found no strong or significant association between illness and any other risk factor studied (i.e., exposure to day-care centers, farm animals, or particular restaurants; household size; or consumption of chicken or beef).

Among the 489 exposed household members, the attack rate was 67 percent (170 of 254) in female and 55 percent (128 of 232) in male household members (the sex of 3 subjects was not recorded) (relative risk, 1.2; 95 percent confidence interval, 1.0 to 1.4).
Among the exposed respondents, the higher attack rate in female members remained significant when we controlled for age and water consumption. The attack rates according to age group among all 489 exposed household members ranged from 52 to 72 percent and were highest among those 20 to 29 years of age, but these differences were not statistically significant (P>0.05 by the chi-square test for independence).

The telephone survey indicated that approximately 50 percent of Carroll County residents, or 32,450 people, were exposed to the public water supply at home or at work. The risk of illness attributable to this exposure was 41 percent (61 percent of exposed members who became ill minus 20 percent of unexposed members who became ill). We therefore estimate that approximately 13,000 persons had an illness attributable to public-water exposure during the outbreak.

For the 86 exposed respondents to the telephone survey who provided serum samples, the prevalence of detectable IgG to Cryptosporidium was higher among the 68 respondents who had become ill than among the 18 who had not become ill (76 percent vs. 56 percent; P = 0.08 by the chi-square test), and it was significantly higher among respondents who had become ill than among the 20 CDC employees (76 percent vs. 35 percent; P = 0.001 by the chi-square test). The seroprevalence of cryptosporidium-specific IgM with IgG was 12 percent in respondents who became ill, 6 percent in those who had not become ill, and 5 percent in the CDC controls (P>0.50, by Fisher’s exact test for each comparison).

Investigation of the Water System

Roughly 7900 of the 19,000 households in the county receive water from the Carrollton water system. The remainder have wells or are connected to separate municipal water systems. The Carrollton water system draws water from a small river that runs through surrounding pasture land. The water is treated by the addition of alum, lime, and chlorine, rapid mixing, mechanical flocculation (a process to promote the aggregation of particulates), sedimentation, and rapid sand filtration.

Samples obtained from the municipal water system on January 5, 22, and 23 were tested for coliform bacteria by standard methods and were all negative. All routine measurements of treated water were within the limits set by the Environmental Protection Agency and the State of Georgia for turbidity, coliform bacteria, and residual free chlorine. Nevertheless, on January 28, samples of treated water contained particles as large as 100 μm (cryptosporidium oocysts are 4 to 6 μm in size).

Cryptosporidium oocysts were ultimately identified in samples of treated water taken from the water-treatment plant on January 28, February 4, and February 5 and from four dead-end water mains, including one at the college, between February 4 and 6. Two samples of raw water obtained from streams that drain into the river above the treatment plant were positive for cryptosporidium, but five samples taken from the river itself, upstream from the treatment plant, were all negative. Three samples of treated water taken as controls from a nearby town with a separate water source were also negative.

No outbreaks of diarrheal illness were reported among cattle pastured in the county. Cryptosporidium was found in low numbers in stool samples obtained from 3 of the 56 cattle tested from pastures along the river upstream from the water plant (2 of the positive stool samples were from calves), but it was absent in the stool samples from 11 cattle tested from pastures along the streams in which cryptosporidium was found. There were no major rainfall in early January, but more than 25 cm (10 in) of rain and snow fell from January 15 to 22.

Although no serious breaks in the water or sewage systems were reported during January, a sewage overflow caused by a blocked major sewer line was discovered in mid-February in a wooded area above the water-treatment plant. When dye was released at the overflow point, it reached the river and the water-treatment plant in approximately six hours. We could not determine when the sewage pipe had begun to overflow. An analysis of the surface-water supply for coliform bacteria after the sewage spill had been cleaned up found no indication of ongoing discharge of raw sewage.

We attributed the passage of particulates through the treatment plant to three factors. First, mechanical agitators that were scheduled for replacement had been removed from the flocculation basins in December in anticipation of the arrival of new agitators. This reduced the efficiency of the flocculation step and impaired particulate removal. Second, the efficiency of filtration was impaired by the equipment and procedures used to control the flow of water through the filters and to monitor turbidity. Finally, the filters were sometimes restarted without first being back-
washed. This could have discharged dirt, flocculent particles, and microorganisms from the filter beds into the treated water. The Environmental Protection Agency has set a turbidity limit for water entering the distribution system of 1 nephelometric turbidity unit (NTU) or less, measured at least once daily. The Carrollton water system met this regulation; however, turbidity measurements of water obtained from individual filters on February 3 showed that three properly backwashed and restarted filters were producing water with a turbidity of 0.07 to 0.18 NTU, whereas three filters restarted without being backwashed produced water with a turbidity ranging from 0.2 to 3.2 NTU in the first three hours after they were restarted. During the first week of January the number of filters restarted without undergoing backwashing increased to 38 from a usual weekly average of 22, because water use increased after the holidays.

The water-treatment process was improved in February so that turbidity of continuously monitored treated water was 0.2 NTU or less—a value consistent with the removal of particles larger than approximately 1 μm. A sample of treated water taken on February 11 showed no oocysts. The consistently low turbidity readings resulted in the lifting of the advisory to boil water on March 2. Clinical and laboratory surveillance through the end of May showed no recurrence of cryptosporidiosis in Carroll County.

**Discussion**

To our knowledge, this is the first reported contamination of a filtered water system by cryptosporidium. The sudden onset of widespread gastroenteritis affecting persons of all ages is typical of a waterborne outbreak. There was a strong association of illness with exposure to the public water supply among the county residents surveyed by telephone and a high prevalence of cryptosporidium-specific IgG in exposed respondents to the survey who had been ill. Cryptosporidium oocysts were identified in the stools of patients during the outbreak as well as in the treated public water. Neither laboratory examination of patients nor evaluation of the water system yielded any evidence that other enteric pathogens contributed to the outbreak.

Although there was adequate chlorine in the water to inactivate most known bacteria and viruses,22 cryptosporidium oocysts are highly resistant to chlorine.23 The efficacy of boiling water to inactivate cryptosporidium is uncertain, but temperatures above 100°C kill all other protozoa that have been tested, and inactivation of cryptosporidium oocysts by exposure to a moist heat (55°C) for 20 minutes has been demonstrated. Although we have no information on the residents’ compliance with the advisory to boil water, it appears, in conjunction with the improvements in water-treatment procedures, to have controlled the outbreak.

Exposed persons were defined as county residents with access to the public water supply at home, school, or work. Since Carrollton is the commercial center of the county, it is likely that a number of persons who were considered to be unexposed in our study were actually exposed to the public water supply during recreational or commercial visits to Carrollton. This may explain the illness rate of 20 percent among those considered unexposed in the study.

The higher attack rate among female residents in the survey remains unexplained. Surveys in settings with no outbreak have found a higher rate of self-reported diarrheal illness in women than in men (HoMS: unpublished data), but our data do not allow us to determine whether the sex-based difference we observed was due to a difference in reporting behavior or susceptibility to symptomatic infection.

Cryptosporidiosis is an illness of variable severity. Many patients reported mild, nonspecific symptoms during the outbreak in Carroll County. Of those with cryptosporidiosis confirmed by stool culture, 13 percent did not have diarrhea, as defined by three or more loose stools per day; therefore, the diagnosis of cryptosporidiosis should not be excluded on the basis of the absence of diarrhea.

The prevalence of cryptosporidium-specific IgG was higher among exposed survey respondents who had not been ill than among CDC employees (56 percent vs. 35 percent) and among a group of Peace Corps volunteers tested before placement overseas (of 75 subjects, 24, or 32 percent, had IgG to cryptosporidium).24 Although not statistically significant, these differences suggest that before the outbreak, the background exposure to cryptosporidium among residents of Carroll County was higher than the typical background exposure among U.S. residents, or that many residents had asymptomatic infection during the outbreak. Since the stool samples examined for the presence of ova and parasites from the Carrollton area were not routinely examined for cryptosporidium before November 1986, previous cases of cryptosporidiosis were not likely to have been detected.

Infected cattle in the watershed could cause long-term low-level contamination of the surface water; however, we could not conclude that the outbreak was caused directly by cryptosporidiosis in cattle, since the level of infection in cattle was low and the distribution of cattle that tested positive did not match the distribution of positive water samples.

Regardless of the source of contamination of the untreated surface-water supply, we believe that the changes in water treatment around the holiday season allowed oocysts to pass into the treated water in sufficient numbers to cause widespread illness. In addition, the sewage spill above the treatment plant and the increase in rainfall just after the onset of the outbreak may have increased the load of cryptosporidium reaching the plant, but this remains speculative.

Contamination of rivers and streams by cryptosporidium has been reported in several states.25 The results of our investigation demonstrate that cryptosporidium can contaminate filtered public water systems
— even when the water quality is within regulatory limits for coliform bacteria, chlorine, and turbidity — causing large epidemics of gastroenteritis in otherwise healthy persons. Further study is needed to assess the prevalence and the effect on public health of cryptosporidiosis in surface-water supplies and to evaluate methods of preventing future contamination of public drinking water by this hardy parasite.
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